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Hello & 
Welcome!

WHO’S JOINING US, AND 

WHAT BROUGHT YOU HERE?



TECHNIQUES
TOOLBOX



umass.edu/schoolcounseling



LET’S REFLECT: 
What factors at 
your school/area 
impact your students’ 
ability to cope?





Today’s Agenda:
▧ Theoretical Foundations

▧ Coping Techniques

Externalizing/Naming the Problem

Free Writing

Guided Relaxation

Positive Reframing

Pleasant Event Scheduling

Therapeutic Letter Writing

▧ Final Thoughts & Check-In







THEORETICAL
ASSUMPTIONS



KIDS ARE 
RESILIENT



EVERY KID 
IS COPING



SIDE 
DOORS 
HELP



PRESSURE
Doesn’t



IT’S THE 

RELATIONSHIP 
THAT HEALS



1.
EXTERNALIZING/ 
NAMING THE 
PROBLEM



“The person is not the 
problem, the problem is 

the problem.”
-Michael White





I had a black dog, his name was 
depression…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XiCrniLQGYc











1.1.
FREE WRITING



Steps in Free Writing
▧ The goal is to have an outlet for your emotions 

▧ Get a piece of paper & something to write with

▧ Think of a recent time you were upset

▧ Write anything that comes to mind for 5 min

▧ Try not to overthink it

▧ Process the experience



Let’s Practice!



III.
GUIDED 

RELAXATION



Popular Guided Relaxation Techniques

Mindfulness
and/or

Awareness

Deep 
Breathing

Progressive 
Muscle 

Relaxation



Let’s 
give it a 

try!



Building blocks of guided relaxation:

▧ Explain the purpose

▧ Create a comfortable space

▧ Normalize awkwardness

▧ Everything is optional

▧ Process the experience



IV.
Positive Reframing





Let’s Practice!





ACTIVITY: Flipping the Coin



Think of a situation that you are facing right now 
that is making you feel very negative. 

Write down everything that you are thinking and 
feeling on one side of the coin – the ‘negative 
side', including how it makes you want to behave 
– or how you are behaving. 

Share your thoughts with your partner if you 
wish. 

Flipping the Coin



Flipping the Coin
Now look again at the way you have described the 
situation to see if you can find any words that seem 
rather negative or exaggerated. 

Can you change your perspective from the glass 
being half empty to it being half full? Can you try to 
describe the situation again in a more positive light? 

If you can, write down this new description on the 
‘positive side’ of the coin. Looking at the situation in 
a positive way may help you to think of a more 
positive, creative way of responding. 



V.
PLEASANT EVENT 

SCHEDULING





BRAINSTORM!

Can you think of three pleasant 
events that take about an hour?

20 minutes?? 
1 minute or less???



VI.
THERAPEUTIC 

LETTER WRITING



Therapeutic Letter Writing

 Letters from you to your 
student

 Rainy day letters

 Dear Problem (a letter 
to your problem, using 
the name you gave it)

 Older, Wiser Self letter



Writing an Older, Wiser, Self 
Letter
▧ Writing a letter to yourself, from your future self

▧ Picture a time when things are better

▧ Imagine your future self as strong and in 
possession of resources and support

▧ What advice, encouragement, and comforting 
words would you have for yourself?

▧ Process the experience



Let’s Practice!



WHEW!
Let’s reflect…

▧ Key takeaways
▧ Areas to research further
▧ One action step/goal for the next two weeks



SELF CARE:
Can you use 
any of these 
activities 
yourself?



Final Questions? Thoughts? 
“Ah-ha” Moments?



Email: 

cagriffith@umass.edu

Website: 

CatherineGriffith.com

Address: 813 N. Pleasant St. 

College of Education

UMass Amherst 01003

STAY IN TOUCH!


